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In this session, Ms. Gallagher discussed managing multiple digitzation projects and her 

student staff at the Johns Hopkins Archaeological Museum (JHAM).  The JHAM has two 

permanent staff and 10-15 undergraduate and graduate student workers each 

semester.  Their 10,000-object collection is a hands-on “working” collection that is used 

for teaching, study, and research, and it is primarily comprised of artifacts from the 

Egyptian, Near Eastern, Greek, Roman, and pre-Columbian American cultures.   

 

According to Gallagher, having a primarily student staff means a constant, funded labor 

force for JHAM, but also inconsistent skill levels and a high turnover, which means 

training must be clear and concise for their student staff.  Over the past five years, 

Gallagher has had her student workers digitizing catalog cards and ledgers from 

JHAM’s museum archives.  These paper records were first scanned, and then the 

student workers entered the metadata from these records into a FileMaker Pro 

database.  Gallagher created a FileMakerPro database that was separate from their 

main object database for the students to work in, which made metadata entry and 

checking the students’ work much easier.   

 

 
Example of hard-copy catalog card and transcription of card in FileMakerPro database.  

Image courtesy of Kate Gallagher. 

 

Although there were many records to process, Gallagher focused on breaking up the 

records into smaller projects, and each workflow instruction sheet had clearly defined 

goals and purposes listed at the top.  This allowed each student to know why they were 

working on this project and how it was relevant to JHAM.  These workflow instruction 

sheets also kept track of when certain project milestones were completed, and who 



finished them, so that projects could be handed off as students graduated or left 

JHAM’s staff. 

 
Example of workflow sheet. Image courtesy of Kate Gallagher. 

 

Over the past five years, JHAM’s students have transcribed over 12,068 descriptions 

from catalog cards and inventories, and their work has resulted in over 5,000 new object 

entries in JHAM’s primary object database.  Additionally, the museum used this 

information to reassign over 350 objects with their original catalog numbers.  JHAM’s 

student workers also gained invaluable experience in registration work and understood 

the need for systematic approaches with their own research.  Hopefully a few of them 

were inspired to work in the museum field after completing their degrees. 

 

My first museum position, outside of internships, was as a graduate assistant at the 

C.H. Nash Museum at Chucalissa, a site-specific archaeological museum run by the 



University of Memphis, Memphis, TN.  I spent three years working at Chucalissa, two as 

a graduate assistant and one as a contract collections assistant.  As a former student 

worker at a university museum, I was particularly interested to see how Gallagher 

supervised so many student workers and maintained the high levels of detail and 

diligence necessary for registration work.  As a student, I firmly believe I would have 

benefited from her instruction as well.  Helping students understand why this work is 

necessary, even though it may appear tedious to them, is important, and Gallagher 

made sure to do this for every project she had her students working on.  Her ideas also 

inspired me to be clearer and more concise when instructing student interns at my 

current institution. 
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